Open data plays a major role in supporting both governmental and organizational transparency. Many organizations are adopting Open Data Principles promising to make their open data complete, primary, and timely. These properties make this data tremendously valuable to data scientists. However, scientists generally do not have a priori knowledge about what data is available (its schema or content). Nevertheless, they want to be able to use open data and integrate it with other public or private data they are studying. Traditionally, data integration is done using a framework called query discovery where the main task is to discover a query (or transformation) that translates data from one form into another. The goal is to find the right operators to join, nest, group, link, and twist data into a desired form. We introduce a new paradigm for thinking about integration where the focus is on data discovery, but highly efficient internet-scale discovery that is driven by data analysis needs. We describe a research agenda and recent progress in developing scalable data-analysis or query-aware data discovery algorithms that provide high recall and accuracy over massive data repositories.
INTRODUCTION
In data science, it is increasingly the case that the main challenge is not in integrating known data, rather it is in finding the right data to solve a given data science problem. This is in stark contrast to the data integration challenges faced in the 1990's. At that time, one of the biggest complaints of academic database researchers was that it was hard to get data on which to test integration solutions. Real, complex, relational data was precious, expensive, and guarded. Researchers needed lawyers, time and money to get access to such data and could not share it even for research purposes. It was in this environment that many of the early influential data integration results were developed. The impact on research was clear. If data is so precious, then it is of paramount importance that the integration be correct. And once data was integrated, research provided robust efficient DBMS for querying integrated data efficiently. The landscape has obviously changed. Data used to be the countable plural of datum. Today, data is a mass (uncountable) noun like dust, and data surrounds us like dust, even lovely structured data. Data is so cheap and easy to obtain that it is no longer important to always get the integration right and integrations are not static things. Data integration research has embraced and prospered by using approximation and machine learning. But generally not opaque learning. In data integration, the solutions that have had impact are those that can be explained to a human. Indeed, explaining integration [73] and keeping humans in the loop during integration [48] are two very active and important areas of research.
In this paper, we look past the dust to consider future data integration needs. The focus is on data science and analysis. Data science is often done over massive repositories, sometimes called data lakes, with large numbers of different datasets. The datasets may have little or no schema, for example, they may be CSV (commaseparated-value) files [64] or JSON files [17] (or in other common semi-structured formats). The repository itself is often very dynamic. Even private, enterprise repositories, with rich schemas, may be growing too fast for data scientists to keep up. So to do data science over these evolving, growing repositories, a data scientist needs scalable data discovery systems.
Data Science Examples
To illustrate data discovery and some of the data science requirements for data discovery, consider the following two examples.
Example 1: A data scientist is interested in building a model that predicts the CO2 emission caused by the usage of a certain types of fuel in and around London. She has access to a dataset ( Table 1) that contains the green house gas emission indicators of different fuels and sectors of various London boroughs over several years. However, she finds that the attributes (features) she has collected are not sufficient to predict the CO2 emission. However, the data scientist intuits that the properties of locations is a key factor in green house gas emission indicators. Thus, she is interested in finding tables that contain such properties. Note that finding properties for only a few Boroughs does not help her, nor the properties for Boroughs outside of London. Similarly, finding properties that cannot be aligned with and assigned to a Borough does not help her. She has a very specific problem. She needs tables that join with her table on the Borough attribute and that contain all (or at the very least most) of the attribute values she has. Ideally, her search would be at interactive speeds even if her query table is not in the data lake and if the search cannot make use of precomputed inclusion or foreign key dependencies. She needs a search engine that will quickly return joinable tables. As an example, such a search engine may return Table 2 that contains new information for each  Borough and can be joined with Table 1 . After doing the join, the Table 3 ) that contain (new) tuples with attributes that can be meaningfully aligned with attributes of Table 1 -unionable tables. Suppose her data lake is contains open government data. A keyword search for "greenhouse gas emission" in open data portals or standard search engines returns an overwhelming number of tables or pages that need to be manually examined to understand if the information can be meaningfully unioned. Even more damaging, the tables returned omit many important tables because they are tagged differently ("John Doe's Study of Greater Washington") or not tagged at all. While organizations may value Open Data Principles that stress the value of metadata, the person in charge of disseminating a dataset may not share these values or have sufficient incentives for ensuring high quality metadata. And the words "greenhouse", "gas", and "emission" do not appear in the tables themselves (attribute names or data). And even when tables have meaningful schemas, schema and entity-based search approaches [15, 49, 75] designed to identify entities in a table (in this case parts of London), and find other tables containing the same type of entities (locations), are likely to find a large amount of information on locations that is unrelated to the data science question at hand. An automated solution for more effectively finding unionable tables (especially one with high recall even over schema-less data) would make this a much less laborious task for the data scientist. What this data scientist needs is a scalable, high performance search engine for finding unionable tables. Notice that the definition of what is unionable is not immediately obvious. The search engine must be able to recognize other attributes, in other tables that contain Years (this does not seem too hard), Geographic Regions (not just Boroughs, the engine needs to be able to generalize this concept even if the attribute is not named), and Fuels (even if they are described using related, but very different terms not mentioned in any available ontology). 2
Data Integration for Data Science
In this paper, we introduce a new paradigm for thinking about data integration over massive, growing data repositories that focuses on data exploration and discovery. Integration is driven by data analysis needs and hence data discovery is done to facilitate this analysis. Data analysis requires discovery of data that joins, unions, or aggregates with existing data in a precise way -a paradigm we call query-driven data discovery. Importantly, the input to the discovery algorithms are relational tables and optionally a query operator. This means that solutions must be able to handle small and large query tables (even tables with millions of tuples) and effectively search over repositories containing tables of vastly different size. And for data science, the goal will be high accuracy in the search, especially high recall in finding results, even when there are few tables that satisfy the query. We will not assume all tables are entity-attribute tables containing an identifiable subject attribute containing entity names and will not use keyword-search to narrow the scope of a search to a managable set before joining or unioning them -techniques that have proven to be very valuable in finding related tables in Web or HTML data [45, 63, 75] .
Our work has been motivated by a study of open data and the characteristics of open data. We want to understand what data management techniques are needed to make open data accessible to data scientists. We also are motivated by a goal of making data integration more open to large, growing repositories of data so that data scientists can more easily find and use this data.
We begin by (briefly) placing this work into historical perspective (Section 2). The goal is not a comprehensive survey of data integration research, rather we discuss a (biased) selection of some high impact results and some of the general trends. We then discuss how data repositories are being created and some important characteristics of these lakes (Section 3). Next, we present new results on finding joinable tables (Section 4) and finding unionable tables (Section 5). The paper concludes with some open problems and research challenges.
A BRIEF HISTORY
We briefly review some of the major innovations in data integration over that last few decades. An important theme is that the way data integration has been studied and the solutions developed are largely driven by human concerns, that is, the way people produce and consume data.
1980's Data Federation
In the 1980's and 1990's, a major theme in data integration was data federation or mediation [33] . As the name suggests, data federation refers to the uniting or integration of smaller databases into a single centralized unit (often represented by a global or mediated schema). Because of the centralized control, the federation has design autonomy and can create a global schema that best represents the data from the smaller independent data states. Hence, the scientific tools used to study federation included data design principles where the goal is to find the best design for the global schema [6] and to understand the semantics of data transformations [12, 53] and schemas [56] . Concepts like information capacity [35] were used to understand when a (global) schema represents the same information as another [55] .
In keeping with the federation notion, query processing and optimization is coordinated by a centralized unit which understands the capabilities of each independent state or system. Innovations in this area came in the way source capabilities are modeled [46] and in how queries are executed and optimized over heterogeneous DBMS, in systems such as Garlic [26] . This work and these systems reflected the general zeitgeist in which data was precious, people put time into designing and maintaining it, and there is tremendous value in creating clean integrated schemas and systems to efficiently query and use this valuable data.
Open data was already being studied in this period, including biological data (both private and public data), with systems that permitted querying over data in different formats [11] .
2000's Data Exchange
The Web made data sharing easier. It also changed how we thought about data integration. To share data, it is not necessary to have any centralized or federated control. Rather, automous systems or peers can share data. Data integration then becomes the task of fitting data received from a source peer that has been designed independently into the design chosen by a receiving peer, the target [54] . This observation led to the development of data exchange [23, 24] . In data exchange, a source schema and target schema are given along with an instance of the source database and a schema mapping representing the relationship between the source and target schemas. The problem is to create a target database that conforms to the target schema and mapping, and that best models the source data. Although easy to state, data exchange has led to a surprisingly rich literature studying how database instances (data exchange solutions) relate to each other and how schema mappings can be composed or inverted. Data exchange remains a vibrant and influential research area [42] .
Before data exchange can be done, one must design or discover a schema mapping. The Clio system pioneered the creation and use of schema mappings, declarative representations of the relationship between two schemas, and introduced a paradigm for mapping creation based on query discovery [22, 54] . Initially, this was done using inference over relational constraints. Spicy++ [51] and other systems [52] have generalize schema-mapping and dataexchange systems to a larger class of applications. Mapping discovery is facilitated by the discovery of inclusion dependencies within a database [69] or the use query logs to suggest how tables may be combined [21] . Finding joinable tables is an important first step in query discovery. However, in the context of data exchange it is made easier by having prescribed databases with known schemas. Other approaches learn mappings using data and metadata (schema) evidence [70] or using probabilistic inference over data and meta-data evidence that may be incomplete or inconsistent [41] . This has been complemented by important work on learning mappings from examples (see ten Cate et al. [68] for a survey of these approaches) and many human-in-the-loop guided mapping refinement approaches.
Notably the initial mapping language for Clio has been greatly enhanced by others including generalization to represent entity resolution or linking and other complex transformations [34] . Similar declarative mapping languages have largely replaced the older (brittle) procedural extract-transform-load scripts for (centralized) data warehouses. Data exchange can be seen as a self-centered way of managing integration. Everyone has full freedom over their data and full responsibility for doing their integration -integrating other people's data into their own organization. A benefit was quick industry adoption (Clio was commercialized by IBM within three years of the first research result), but we are now seeing that data exchange is insufficient for data lakes.
Of course this is not a survey of data integration and there were many other advancements beyond mapping and data exchange during this time -tremendous advancements in entity-resolution and data linking to name just two areas [16] . And the importance of unstructured and semi-structured information was further recognized with the development of dataspaces [25] and with work on inferring structure and semantics from data [28, 40] . Researchers observed that the quality of data can often be improved by aligning it with other, higher quality data sources [10, 13, 31] . And this era saw the creation of important collections of structured web datasets, some public and some private [14, 44] 
2020's Query-Driven Data Discovery
In data federation and data exchange, the data to be integrated is known and a central problem is either to design (or discover) a good global schema or to design (or discover) a good mapping between schemas. Once this is done, there are interesting systems and algorithmic challenges in efficiently answering queries over, or exchanging data between, these structures. In data science, however, it is increasingly the case that the main challenge is not in integrating known data, rather it is in finding the right data to solve a given data science problem.
EXAMPLE DATA LAKES
Data science is often done over repositories with massive numbers of different datasets, repositories that we will call data lakes. In this section, we take a look at some of the applications and societal trends that are driving the creation of data lakes and consider the characteristics of some of the lakes being created.
Open Data
Open data is "structured data that is machine-readable, freely shared, used and built on without restrictions."
1 Perhaps one of the most valuable data lakes being created today is by governments through Open Data Initiatives like the U.S. data.gov or Canada's open.canada.ca. What makes these initiative interesting from a data science perspective is that many governments (federal, provincial, and municipal) are adopting Open Data Principles [67] . These principles state that open data should be complete, primary (including the original data and metadata on how it was collected), timely, and permanent (with appropriate version control over time). Even when imperfectly achieved, these principles make this data valuable and sometimes irreplaceable for data scientists. And when achieved, this data is data on which we can do exquisite data science by taking into account data collection methodologies and bias. And it is not just governments who are embracing these principles. Public and private organizations alike are using these principles when transparency is in their own business interest.
We have been using and curating open data for over a decade. Our efforts include LinkedCT, a project under which we curated the NIH International Clinical Trial Data and published it as linked open data [5, 29, 30] . And we have also been watching and tracking open government data more broadly. Based on our observations, at least 28 countries around the world are publishing substantial amounts of open data. On data.gov, the U.S. federal government's open data portal, the number of indexed data files grew by 400% in the year before March 2017. Reacting to the increasing availability of open data, data scientists have made it an important data source: according to a 2017 Data Scientist Report by CrowdFlower, 41% of data scientists say they are using publicly available datasets [18] .
We have collected a repository of open data [58] . Our lake contains data collected from three federal governments and is a crawl of 215,393 CSV tables from U.S., U.K., and Canadian open data portals as of March 2017. This is by no means all government open data, rather it is a collection of easily crawled data (obtained using a commonly supported API). Some basic statistics on this data, which we call Open Data in the remainder of this paper, are shown in Table 4 . Notice that while the number of tables in our crawl is modest in size, the number of attributes is still large. The average number of attributes per table is 16 with a large variance, some tables have many hundreds of attributes. The average attribute size is 465, but among string attributes (arguably the most used in joins) the average attribute size is 1,540. 
Mass Collaboration
Mass collaboration is often associated with wiki projects, but of course has been applied to structured data creation in projects like DBPedia, WikiData, and others. Community members contribute data and data is also harvested, using information extracted from community created resources. To this end, WebTables [44] can also be thought of as a data lake created through mass collaboration. WebTables is a collection of millions of structured tables extracted from the largest mass collaboration project, the Web.
While different in nature and content from open government data, mass collaboration repositories also have great value to data scientists. In our studies, we have used a 50M table snapshot of English WebTables as a representative of a mass collaboration data lake [44] . 
The Modern Enterprise
Many modern enterprises have significant investment in massive data warehouses. As one example, the MIT warehouse has 2,400 tables [19] . Statistics on a subset of 167 of these table are given in Table 4 . Notice that although this is a small subset it already shows interesting trends. Tables have on average 
While one could argue that a standard warehouse like this is not a data lake, increasingly warehouses are reaching the scale that to a data scientist, even one familiar with portions of the warehouse, they can look like a data lake. And furthermore, warehouses are increasingly being used in concert with internal enterprise data lakes. These lakes include data that has been purchased or harvested opportunistically for one project but is saved strategically for reuse in others. And in many cases, we have surpassed the limits of being able to maintain complete and consistent meta-data or join graphs over these repositories.
Enterprises are recognizing the challenge of finding even local enterprise data. IBM's LabBook provides a collaborative data analysis platform over an enterprise data lake [38] . They automatically collect and organize extensive metadata about data, queries, visualizations, and users. They use this to provide query and data recommendations. Similarly, Goods [27] also organizes enterprise data sets using query logs and metadata, and exposes these through faceted search on the metadata of data sets. Skluma is a system for organizing large amounts of data (organized in different file types) which extracts "deeply embedded" metadata, latent topics, relationships between data, and contextual metadata derived from related files [8] . Skluma has been used to organize a large climate data collection with over a half-million files. Skluma uses statistical learning to allow data to be discovered by its content and by discovered topics, something that is especially important for headerlessfiles which also appear in open data. Important open issues remain on how to maintain all this metadata as lakes evolve. Our work on query-aware search complements these meta-data focused approaches for organizing data.
FINDING JOINABLE TABLES
Given a query table Tq(A1, A2, . . . ) with join attribute Aj, a joinable table is a relation T (B1, B2, . . . ) such that T has at least one attribute Bi that is equi-joinable with Aj. To be more precise, the values in the two attributes must have significant overlap. As illustrated in Example 1, a search engine for joinable tables is a valuable tool for data scientists.
Past approaches
One approach to data discovery (including joinable table discovery) would be to create a global schema [6] . Federated data integration works well when individual data sources come with high quality schemas, the number of data sources is tractable, and the entire collection of data sources remains reasonably static (though incremental approaches have been studied). The landscape we have described is significantly different. In many instances, such as open data or in some cases data from the Web, tables do not have any schema information or lack meaningful attribute names. At Internet scale, the number of tables can easily reach millions or more. Finally, open data publishing platforms (including the common APIs used to publish open data) allow continuous addition of new data sources over time. For data lakes, deriving and maintaining a global schema is quite impossible.
Other data integration approaches such as Clio [22] and Data Civilizer [19] maintain a set of known join paths which are declared or mined from the database. The join paths require knowledge of the database schema such as foreign key constraints of the underlying tables. Using the join paths, one can find joinable tables. And at the cost of additional pre-computation, one can maintain a join graph with tables that are approximately or mostly joinable. However, managing pre-computed join-paths is also intractable for an open platform at Internet scale. In addition, we believe that it is highly desirable to support ad hoc discovery of joinable tables with interactive response times. This allows for joinable table-search even when the query table is not in the repository.
Of course joinable table search can be formulated as a classic set similarity search problem which is well studied in information retrieval. In this formulation, attributes are sets and containment (the normalized version of set overlap) is used as the similarity function. While numerous, the solutions for this problem have focused on relatively small sets such as keywords and emails (albeit containing a very large number of sets) [9, 20, 47, 71, 72, 74] . Cannonical datasets used in the evaluations of these approaches (including ENRON email, DBLP, and an AOL dataset) have average set sizes ranging from 3 to a little over 100 and maximum set sizes in the low thousands [50] . In developing LSH Ensemble (which we present next), we experimented with these solutions and found they could not provide interactive search over the data lakes we are considering. This was due both to the much larger set sizes (especially in open data), but also to the very large dictionaries in data lakes (number of unique values) that make inverted indices built over data lakes massive and unwieldy.
The Mannheim Search Join, and earlier approaches for table extension [15, 75] on WebTables, assume tables are entity-attribute tables with a subject attribute containing pseudo keys for entitites [45] . Tables are retrieved using attribute names or using subject values. These approaches do not use containment and generally are also evaluated over small query tables (less than 10,000 values).
LSH Ensemble
We have studied the joinable table search problem as a problem of domain search [77] , where we treat each attribute of a table as a domain. Thus, finding joinable tables for a query table Tq and join attribute Aj becomes finding tables with an attribute similar to Aj. We introduced a distributed index structure, LSH Ensemble, which efficiently indexes all the domains of the tables in a data lake, and supports fast domain search queries.
Our algorithm has the following characteristics that make it particularly suitable for join-driven data discovery.
• Scalability: our system is designed to handle Internet scale Using data sketch techniques, we are able to achieve very compact index sizes per table, so we have a small query footprint. Our implementation can handle joinable table search for over 260 million tables with three second query response time on a cluster of five machines (each with 64 CPUs).
• Open world assumption: the index structure is highly distributed, and can accommodate efficient incremental re-indexing for newly added data sets. We also do no have any assumption on a fixed vocabulary (or dictionary) for the data values. So, the data lake can grow over time, and our index can scale gracefully.
• Robust for skewed distribution: at Internet scale, the powerlaw emerges over domain (attribute) sizes (see Figure 1 for the cardinality distribution of string attributes in Open Data and Figure 2 for string attributes in WebTables). This means that the cardinality of the data sets will vary by orders of magnitudes. Our index uses a provably optimal binning strategy to handle all data sets, small or large, with equal efficiency.
• Containment: contrary to traditional set similarity approaches which use Jaccard similarity (which is commonly used with LSH [2] ), our algorithm uses the containment score as a measure of relevance. Using the containment score, joining the query table with a found table will yield the largest number of facts or tuples. This is an important property that is not true of Jaccard similarity.
Containment with MinHash
Consider a query table Tq, a candidate table T , and the equijoin using Tq A=B T and A and B being attributes of Tq and T respectively. Our objective is to preserve as many facts in Tq as possible in the join result. This means that we want B to contain as many values from A as possible. Hence, we define the relevance of B to be measured by the containment score. To keep the notation simple, we use A (and B) for both the attributes and for the set of values contained in the attribute.
containment(A, B) = |A ∩ B| |A|
A closely related relevance measure is the Jaccard similarity.
Jaccard has been a popular choice in measuring the relevance of sets. Unfortunately, it is not appropriate for data discovery on real data lakes because it favors tables with small domains, and unfairly rejects tables with large domains [1] . That said, the Jaccard similarity measure has a highly desirable property that it can be computed very efficiently for very large numbers of domains using locality sensitive hashing (LSH) [2] and MinHash [36] .
Consider the following relationship between the containment score and Jaccard similarity.
Using this, we are able to translate a containment threshold based query to a Jaccard threshold based query. This lets us use a MinHash LSH index structure to index the domains of the data lake. Note however, that we do not know a priori the size of B (a candidate answer domain). In order to map a containment threshold to a Jaccard threshold, we need a conservative upper bound u on the domain size of B. We showed that the error of this estimate u − |B| creates additional false positives in the LSH index lookup. Thus, the less accurate the estimation of |B| the worse the index performance will be. Coupled with the power law in the domain sizes of data lakes, the naive LSH will be ineffective as an indexing structure [77] .
Coping with Skewed Distributions
We proposed to divide the data lake into partitions and distribute each partition across a cluster of machines to overcome the skewed distribution of domain sizes. The distributed collection of LSH indexes that cover a partitioned data set is what we call LSH Ensemble [77] . We created a cost model that describes the performance of LSH Ensemble for an arbitrary partitioning. Using the cost model, we formulated the problem of data partitioning for LSH Ensemble as an optimization problem. We showed that for any power law distribution, an optimal partitioning can be obtained. A surprising outcome of our analysis is that a simple geometric partitioning scheme is near-optimal for power-law distributions:
where [li, ui] is the range of domain sizes for partition i, and i = 0, 1, 2, . . . Our experimental evaluation shows that the performance of LSH Ensemble is not very sensitive to the choice of α, and the empirical value of α = 2 works well for both the Open Data ( Figure 1 ) and for WebTables (Figure 2 ) which follow different power law distributions of their domain cardinalities. Since the size of the query affects the transformation from containment to Jaccard similarity and the query size is only determined at run time, we use LSH Forest [7] to dynamically tune the LSH index for different query sizes at run time.
The simplicity of the partitioning scheme is particularly attractive in the context of data discovery. Given that we need to handle large numbers of attributes, we cannot afford to perform overly elaborate data processing. The geometric partitioning only requires a single pass and the partitioning can be updated incrementally when new data sets are added. Our implementation of LSH Ensemble can handle joinable table search for over a couple hundred million tables and we have used it to build a demonstration of open data search that provides an interactive and engaging user experience for data scientists [78] .
FINDING UNIONABLE TABLES
Given a query table Tq(A1, A2, . . . , An) with n attributes, a unionable table is a table T (B1, B2, . . . , B k ) such that T has at least one attribute Bi that is unionable with some attribute Aj from the query table. To understand table unionability, we must first understand attribute unionability. Given attribute Aj and its domain (set of values), and attribute Bi and its domain, we want to understand the likelihood that there exists a third domain D from which both Aj and Bi are sampled. Then, we must define a search problem that deals equitably with tables that union over all n attributes with those that union over a subset of attributes.
As illustrated in Example 2, a search engine for unionable tables is a valuable tool for researchers to discover more data to expand their data analysis.
Past Approaches
An approach to finding unionable tables is through schema matching, where the problem is to match the attributes of two or more tables (or schemas) [32, 57, 60, 65] . Two tables that match on i attributes can presumably be unioned on those attributes. Matching is done largely heuristically using similarity functions over schema (attribute names) and sometimes values (for example, using a set similarity measure) or value distributions [39] . These approaches have generally not been evaluated for accuracy as to how well they find tables whose attribute values are really drawn from the same domain (and indeed most were not explicitly designed for this application). Although scalable schema matching and ontology alignment have been studied extensively, for table union search, matching would need to be studied as a search problem -find the best matches for a given query table.
As an example of matching applied to table union, Das Sarma et al. [63] define two HTML tables as entity-complements if they contain information about related sets of entities. They rely on the signals mined from high coverage private ontologies curated from massive quantities of Web data as well as publicly available ontologies (such as YAGO [66] ) to determine if tables have subject attributes about related sets of entities. They determine if the nonsubject attributes provide similar properties of entities by finding instance-based and schema-based matchings between non-subject attributes. The strength of entity-complement search is tied to the ontology coverage. However, due to the breadth of tables in data lakes, including open data, ontology-based techniques, especially using open ontologies, are not always reliable and the assumption that a subject attribute can be identified does not always hold.
Lehmberg and Bizer [43] have built upon the work by Ling et al. [49] on stitching tables with similar schemas and created union tables of stitched tables by means of a set of schema-based and instance-based matching techniques. These techniques are designed for WebTables and rely on schema information, which in some data lakes might not be available for many tables, leading to low recall.
To find related tables to keyword queries, Octopus performs Web document-style search on the content and context of WebTables [15] . These tables are then clustered into groups of unionable tables by means of syntactic measures on attribute values. If two tables do not match on keywords, even though unionable, they will not be found, and this can lead to low recall. Pimplikar and Sarawagi present a search engine that finds tables similar to a query table that is represented by a set of keywords each describing a column of the query [59] . This is the closest work to union table search, but uses a keyword search similarity score to find unionable attributes. In contrast, we present an approach below that is not motivated by keyword search but rather by relational table union. The input to table union search is a full relational table and we use this to find other tables in the data lake that can be meaningfully unioned with the query table
Table Union Search
Before defining table union search, we define precisely what it means for attributes to be unionable.
Attribute Unionability
We introduce the problem of attribute unionability [58] as the likelihood that two attributes contain values that are drawn from the same domain. We define three types of domains for attributes and three statistical tests: set-unionability for domains containing values (this test can be applied to any attribute), sem-unionability for domains containing some values that represent entities belonging to classes in an ontology (e.g., the Borough attribute in Table 1 ), and NL-unionability for attributes containing natural-language (e.g., the CommodityType attribute in Table 3 ). Our goal is to have an effective way of evaluating the hypothesis that two attributes come from the same domain. The first two tests use the overlap in values or entities (respectively), but not heuristically using thresholding. Rather, since the size of the set overlap follows a hypergeometric distribution, we are able to compute the likelihood of two attributes being drawn from the same domain (either a set domain or an ontologic domain). This is given by the Cumulative Distribution Function of the hypergeometric distribution of their overlap. Suppose we have a domain D and we want to know how likely it is that A and B are drawn from this domain. Assume |A ∩ B| = t is the actual intersection size. The set-unionability Uset (A, B) is the following sum of probabilities of having an intersection size of s conditioned on the sizes of A, B, and D.
Of course, the domain D is hypothetical and we do not know its size. We instead approximate |D| as the size of the disjoint union of A and B. The sem-unionability Usem of A and B is defined in a similar way using the size of the overlap of the ontology classes to which the entities (represented by values in an attribute) belong.
Not all values represent entities, but they may still have strong semantic proximity. We model this semantic closeness using NLunionability. Each value v in an attribute can be represented by its word embedding (a multi-dimensional vector v) [37] . An attribute can be modeled with a multivariate normal distribution on the word embedding vectors of its values centered around µA (the topic vector of the attribute) with some covariance matrix ΣA. We then define two attributes to be NL-unionable if they are likely sampled from the same distribution (which would be a distribution that represents their common domain). This can be computed using the distance between the topic vectors of attributes (that is, the estimated mean of the set of embedding vectors). Following a similar development as for Uset and Usem but using a different test statistic appropriate for these topic vectors, we defined a third notion of unionability, U nl [58] .
Of course, users will not be able to chose a priori which measure to use. Using the maximum of the three scores (or any function over the scores) is not meaningful as the measures are incomparable. Hence, we provide a measure called ensemble unionability which automatically selects, based on the statistics in the data lake, the unionability measure that is the best to use with a pair of attributes.
Table Unionability
As motivated above, we need a way of equitably comparing tables that union on different numbers of attributes and determining the best attributes to use for the union. Note that pairs of tables may have some highly unionable attributes and others with much lower values. How do we determine which to use? Obviously, an a priori threshold is an unappealing solution. To solve this problem, we make use of alignments, meaning one-to-one mappings between subsets of the attributes of two tables. The table unionability of two tables with respect to an alignment is then simply the product of the ensemble attribute unionability of the attributes in the alignment. To compare table unionability over alignments of different sizes, we again use statistics of all unionability scores in the repository, a technique we call distribution-aware. Intuitively, the goodness of an alignment is the likelihood of the alignment being the most unionable of the alignments of a specific size in a repository.
Table Union Search
The mathematics is all well and good, but for data discovery, we need to make it scale. Our system for table union search uses several system innovations to achieve scalability. First, to compute unionability scores efficiently (at query time), we developed LSHbased indexes that permit us to efficiently retrieve an approximate set of candidate unionable attributes. Different indices are required to approximate different unionability measures. Second, for both ensemble-unionability and table-unionability, we require statistics about pair-wise unionability scores over the entire data lake. Obviously, this is too expensive to compute let alone maintain. Instead, we empirically showed that we can quite accurately estimate these statistics efficiently using the data sketches in our LSH indexes. Our empirical evaluation shows that our union search is much more accurate (in precision and recall) than previous approaches based on keyword search and matching [15, 43] making it better for the data science applications we are targeting. We attribute this to using full relational tables as the query, not just keywords. Moreover, our NL-unionability leverages word embeddings to uncover unionability when attributes have very little value and ontology overlap. The pruning power of NL-unionability makes our approach orders of magnitude faster than our implementation of Octopus [15] (note the original system is not open source).
We have publicly shared an Open Data Table Union Benchmark that we created for evaluating accuracy [58] and hope it will be used for further advances in table union search.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Our work began with a study of integration over open data. In the process, the techniques we developed were necessarily open to the integration of new data (both new data sets and new unseen values). Our goal is to provide the principles and systems to allow data scientists to effectively find and integrate open data and to make private data repositories more open in that new data can easily be added and integrated. The methodology we are using is based on providing open software or by contributing to well-know software ecosystems.
We are using open data in part so we can share not only our systems, but our empirical data and results. We are also developing shared benchmarks (with gold standard answers) so that others can reproduce our results and compare their systems to ours on the same data. This is something that has been done for evaluating matching systems (for example, with the T2D Gold Standard [61] ), but our community needs to do more data preparation, curation, and sharing of data for the purpose of enhancing empirical comparisons of our research proposals [62] , In data exchange, the metadata generator iBench [3] has been widely used to create rigorous empirical evaluations of data exchange systems. It is important in data discovery, that we continue as a community to invest in creating and sharing evaluation tools and benchmark datasets [4] .
In the short term, there are many avenues for expansion. Extending joinable table search to multiple attributes and to non-equijoins is an interesting direction. To what extent could an entity-resolution strategy be integrated into search to produce an algorithm that measures containment based on resolved values and produces a joined result based on aligning resolved values? Or, could an auto-join approach [76] , which learns how to transform values for the join, be incorporated into a joinable table data discovery system? And of course, in the spirit of using the whole table as input, finding joinable tables that have new attributes (which contain new information in comparison to the other attributes in the query table) is an interesting problem. Extending unionable table search to numbers (quantities) is also a very interesting open problem. And schema inference over data lakes remains a important challenge.
The focus of this work has been on data discovery as that is an important and necessary first step in enabling data integration over evolving data lakes. But we should not throw away the past. The lessons learned from data exchange and schema mapping discovery through query-discovery should still inform the future. Ultimately, our goal should be full query-discovery over data lakes.
